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SIYOP Workshop 

Session 1-3 

Micro-Specialization 

 

We're going over micro-specialization now. It's broken up into 3 

different sections. One is on micro-specialization and how it relates to 

authority and then we're going to go over the 5 irrefutable laws of 

micro-specialization and then at the end we're actually refine your 

own micro-specialization. We’re going to go through some exercises 

so you can determine what your best options is. We're going to have 

some worksheets you guys can do following after this presentation. 

Which steak would you want? This is a good analogy I like to use 

when I first started describing micro-specialization. You’ve got 2 

options. If you want a steak and you're a vegan or vegetarians on this 

call, I'm from Texas and I'm using steak as an example. You can put 

a green drink in here or whatever else you want to. But you have 2 

options if you need to go to the best steak restaurant in town, or you 

can go to a Denny’s or IHOP and get a steak.  

When you're really craving a steak, which one do you crave? Do you 

want to go to the place that's specializes in it, does nothing else but 

steak, or go to the place that does steak, eggs, French toast, Chinese 

food, Mexican food, Italian food, sandwiches, burgers, everything 
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else? You're going to most likely want to go to the steak restaurant. 

That is their micro-specialization.  

A place like Denny’s or IHOP it's not what they do. They do micro-

specialization. Theirs is in having a wide variety of food that's easily 

available in suburbs or easy to get in and get a seat real quick. It's a 

very different thing. But if we want a steak, most likely you're going to 

want that high quality steak from a steak restaurant. That's really 

what micro-specialization is. It's getting in the steak restaurant of your 

industry. 

I’m going to tell you a story of a band named Wicked Lester. In 1972 

in New York they played a blend of rock, pop, folk and blues. They 

were okay. There weren't as good as all bands, but better than quite 

a few. They just never really took off. Eventually they called it quits 

and in early 1973, the next year, 2 of the members decided that the 

problem was that they were blending in with all of the other bands in 

town.  

So they moved forward and formed another band and the single 

focus was being so different, so unique that they would never be 

compared to a band again. They took off very, very quickly and 

became one of the biggest, most recognizable rock bands of all times 

and still are today. They shut down in, the Wicked Lester shut down 

in '72. This band started in 1973. So in those few months, they didn't 

improve their musicianship at all. They didn't instantly become better 

songwriters.  
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All they did different was create a new category. They created their 

own micro-specialization and that band is KISS. Gene Simons and 

Paul Stanely were the 2 that did that. Again, that created a small 

band that blended in with every other band in town and could have 

made a small change, I say a small change, it became KISS with the 

make up and the theatrics and the comic book tie ins. They were just 

like every other band. All they did was change that and they became 

great.  

This ties into this quote. "Ask not the percentage of an existing 

market your business can own, ask how large a market you can 

create by developing your very own micro-specialization and 

becoming the go to authority." 

The next section is the 5 irrefutable laws of micro-specialization.  

Number 1, the more specialized you get, the more some people 

passionately love your message and the more others will 

passionately disagree with it. This is just part of micro-specialization. 

They see a lot of niches you cannot have at all. It’s known as the 

bounce retraction. We're going to go over that right now. The bounce 

attraction is in a bell curve. It shows the mathematical normal 

distribution.  

You probably learned this in college. Even some college courses 

grade on a bell curve. Down here in the small percentages, a small 

percentage passionately agree with you, and a small percentage will 

passionately disagree with you, and then you have a large majority 
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are kind of indifferent about you. They somewhat agree, somewhat 

disagree with you. But one key thing to know about the passionate’s 

is that they're highly emotional. The somewhat’s and the greater part 

of the bell curve in this example have a very low emotion.  

What's beneficial about having a prospect, or a customer, in a highly 

emotional state? They pay the most. 

People are emotional buyers by nature, you want people that you're 

selling to, you want to put them in that emotional state to connect with 

them that way. These people might pay, but it's going to be a lower 

price. To get these clients, you're going to have to undercharge for 

your services. And when you undercharge for your services, you're 

undercharging for yourself, and you're going to get bargain shoppers. 

Bargain shoppers want to barter with their own success and that's 

why it's harder to sell when your prices are low.  

That's a mistake we see so many people making. I used to be guilty 

of it myself, because you think you aren't selling enough, you have to 

lower your prices to compete and you end up getting worse and 

worse customers and it's hard to sell. What we want to do, is we want 

to attract more of the people willing to pay high and repel not only 

people that don't like your message, but repel all the bargain 

shoppers too. So how do we do that? 

We polarize. To polarize to shrink the indifference. Remember, the 

people aren't going to pay much anyway. They’re bargain shoppers 

and the best they will be are clients that are pains in the butt. So don't 
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try to be liked by everyone. Don't try to make your message appeal to 

everyone.  

It's being milk toast and that sucks. An example of this if you think 

back to 2008 during the presidential election, when McCain and 

Obama were running against each other. McCain could not be more 

milk toast. He was a very liberal or moderate Republican that no body 

really liked a lot, that nobody just like he's a war hero, nice enough 

guy and no one could say anything bad about him, but also there 

weren’t any that were crazy passionate about him.  

But Obama, he was very, very polarizing. People either absolutely 

loved him or they just absolutely hated him. You wouldn't hear 

anyone back in 2008, say “Eh, that Obama character, he's okay.” 

That just didn't happen. And look what happened with the election. 

He won easily. He trounced him and Mitt Romney fell into the same 

category and did the same thing to him.  

There's a cost to everything. To create more people that passionately 

love you and are willing to pay premium prices, it's going to be at the 

expense and there will be more people that strongly disagree with 

your message. 

When I say polarizing, I'm not talking making people angry and 

saying horrible things about them. I'm talking about getting more and 

more micro-specialized. You're going to have more of your message 

not appeal to more and more people. People are going to want to 

have nothing to do with it at all. It's not that they are going to hate 
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you, it's that your message is not going to resonate with them in any 

way at all. 

Law of micro-specialization #2. Businesses that solve generic 

problems will fail because people have specific problems. We have 

specific pains and we want specific solutions. Your customers have a 

pain that is keeping them awake at night and they think about it over 

and over again. It's not something real general like I need a business 

coach to get me unstuck. Or I need to hire a marketing consultant, or 

I want to make my marriage better.  

It's not real generic things like that. It's going to be specific things like 

I need to find a way to get new clients in the next 30 days or I'm going 

to have to shut down my business. Or I need to learn how to quit 

losing my temper and fighting with my wife over stupid stuff or she’s 

going to leave me. It's specific stuff that people are wanting help with, 

it's not the generic.  

Example, like Richard Simmons, we use this example a lot when we 

talk about micro-specialization because of what he offers. He has a 

15 million dollar fitness empire, but he has never really ben in shape 

that anybody has seen, but he appeals to the fitness crowd. He 

doesn't tell them how to get 6-pack abs or how to prepare for a 

marathon, or how to get bulging biceps. It's simply about how to get, 

he appeals to the morbidly obese people usually of how to try to stop 

eating so bad and eat a little bit healthier and start moving just a little 
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bit. That's his whole market. He's a portion of it. Those people have a 

very specific needs and a problem and he's giving them that solution. 

Law of micro-specialization #3. The most efficient and productive way 

to become an authority is to create a new category. This one of my 

favorite ones. A category can also be referred to as a niché, or in 

Texas we niche, or market place, you can say it all different ways. I'm 

using category here. It's basically remove yourself from any 

competition. It's a powerful, powerful place to be, but this does not 

mean you have to invent something totally new.  

It's usually no more that a tweak or adding a new angle to an existing 

offer out there. Good example this is Domino’s Pizza. Pizza is nothing 

new, delivery is nothing new, but once Domino's added that 30-

minute guarantee, they created a new category. They created the 30-

minute delivery pizza.  

Where someone was wanting a 30 minute pizza, they called 

Domino's because there was no other option to call. If they wanted a 

delicious pizza, you might call the local pizzeria and go pick it up in 

20-30 minutes, 40 minutes, you drive it back home and have a much 

better tasting pizza, but Domino's didn't care about that. They weren't 

competing against them. They weren’t competing with anybody. They 

just wanted to create a new category to appeal to people that just 

wanted that fast pizza. 
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Another example is Mercedes. There are all these cars and have cars 

in the US for a long time and Mercedes entered here and they 

became the first luxury car. There was no luxury car market in the US 

before Mercedes came in. They were the very first one. It's a huge 

booming market and Mercedes is still, arguably the leader of it. Why?  

Because they created it and they were there first. We've done the 

same thing authority marketing. We didn't invent a new technology. 

We do 2 things very well: internet marketing and branding. So what 

did we is combine them in a way that no one else was doing.  

We created a whole new niche within the marketing world, and we 

owned it right from the beginning, and we still do now. We’re very far 

ahead of anyone else, not because we're smarter, but because we 

were there 1st. We created that category. It's a very powerful place to 

be in. 

Law of micro-specialization #4. Reduce the essence of your business 

down to a single thought or attribute. Think about Volvo - what's their 

word? Safety. If you are the most important if you're buying is safety, 

you're most likely going to get a Volvo, or at least one of them that 

you consider, because that is what they are known for because they 

have given up the words luxury, or sporty, or sexy or fun, or 

economical. All those you can't use to describe a Volvo. They're 

about safety. That's it. They’ve forgone everything else just to be 

safety. 
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Think about FedEx - over night delivery. That’s the one thing they are 

known for. It’s not that they leave packages in a beautiful box or 

they're delivering to people singing, it's the one thing that they deliver 

over night. 

With authority, we did the same thing. The creation of our brand 

around authority was a very purposeful thing. We talked about and 

planned before we really started putting it out there. We decided not 

to swap between authority, experts, celebrity leader, or the dreaded 

guru or any of the other words that could be applied here. We used 

one single word all the time, authority, even to the point that it was 

probably irritating to people on Facebook or on our lists sometimes 

because we used it so often. But there's a reason behind it.  

We wanted to own that word. We wanted to have it burned into the 

subconscious of every person we reached even if they heard the 

word outside of us using it, they'd be forced to think of us. It works.  

A couple of weeks ago when we were speaking at an event, we did 

our presentation first, or presented the first night. We hammered the 

authority thing. Authority this, authority that. We had passed out fliers 

with authority. We had our booth set up with authority. We passed out 

books with authority.  

Throughout that event, anytime the main speaker or another speaker, 

or in break out rooms, happened to mention the word authority, they 

would stop themselves and say "Like Jack and Brian talked about." 

Happened every time. This supports you to own that word happens.  
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This happens on Facebook all the time. People that mention the word 

in a post and someone else that follows us will comment and tag me 

in it. Or they'll say this person looks like they're doing the same thing 

you are. Do you know who they are? We have this word completely 

owned and burned in the subconscious of every person. This is 

chosen, it's not a terribly difficult thing to do. You can do the same 

things in your business too and own that. 

Law of micro-specialization #5. Once you are first in a new category, 

you must demonstrate favorable results quickly. There's a great 

example. One of my favorite businesses is Southwest Airlines. I 

absolutely love the airport near me I can get to quickly. Jack and I fly 

Southwest usually, fly them all the time. They did the same thing.  

They entered the airline market, which you know for guys I can't think 

of a more difficult one to jump into running an airline, but they did it. 

They've created a new category. Theirs was low cost airfare. No one 

else was doing that. They're the low cost airfare and they did 

everything to make themselves totally different. Their planes look 

different.  

They didn't offer meals. They just served peanuts. When they first 

started, the served peanuts. It wasn't just crackers. And peanuts was 

for a specific reason just to look as cheap and low cost as possible. 

They also boarded the planes in a completely different way to make 

themselves look different.  
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If you haven't been on Southwest, they don't get assigned seats. You 

just get a number when used to when you got to the airport, now you 

get it online and that's the order you walk in on the plane. It's nothing 

to do with savings or efficiency.  

It's all for just being different from everybody else and making 

themselves stand out. They got those favorable results quickly. 

People absolutely loved them. They loved getting the low cost. They 

had a fun experience on the planes. They entered the market quickly 

and got the favorable results and Southwest did an excellent job of 

that. 

This is something a lot of you that have the problem, I call it a 

problem. The thing is it’s really, you may think it’s a gift thinking about 

all the things you’re able to help people with. But that’s where the 

problem comes in. You try to let them know everything that you can 

do and when you try to start talking to multiple people about multiple 

solutions, you dilute your message.  

In fact you diluted it, I can tell you right now, Brian and I can help 

people with a lot of things outside of what we do with authority. But if 

we created a big menu of everything that we do, it dilutes the 

message. Think about this because when someone is looking 

towards an authority, they are looking at that person as an expert, 

and when someone is looking for an expert, they are looking for 

advice. They are not looking for a menu.  
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If you went to a doctor and say you wanted cosmetic surgery. Say 

someone wanted a nose job and they went to the doctor and they 

said “Oh sure I can do a nose doctor, but I’m also a podiatrist and I 

can give you a crown, and if you have a cavity, I can help you with 

that too. Also chiropractor, I can crack your back also if you need 

that. What does that do to your positioning? 

Even though you may be able to help people with other things, it’s not 

that you have to neglect helping them with those other things, but 

make sure when you’re putting out messages, and we’ll talk about 

this when we talk about being the educator and advocator in content 

creation. You want to make sure you’re being very specific in talking 

to a single person about a problem and a solution that is very specific 

to them to be that authority.  


